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8.6

Orbital Rendezvous

Rendezvous and dofüng (R&D) form some of the most complex maneuvers to be

carried out by a spacecraft in spaceflight. In order to accomplish successfirl rendez-

vous and mating oftwo spacecraft, absolute and relative navigation on orbit, sensing

ofthe target object, precise attitude determination and control, maneuver planning,

and the use of highly complex mechanisms must be mastered. The development of
these skills was the purpose of the US Gemini program and the early Soviet Soyuz

program, and they were Iirdier refined in the era of the Space Shuttle and the ISS.

In recent years, the desire for autonomous robotic on-orbit servicing systems and

plans for more ambitious human and robotic exploration of the solar system create

new challenges for technology and mission designers.

The purpose of any R&D mission is to establish physical contact between two or
more spacecraft to establish electrical, material, and crew exchange. Therefore, R&D

is a prerequisite for the construction and maintenance of space stations such as the
ISS, as well as any servicing mission to satellites in Earth orbit. Such missions can be

manned (e.g., the Hubble servicing missions) or unmanned (e.9., future On-Orbit
Servicing). R&D is also a mission-enabling skil1 in human and robotic exploration of
the solar system. Without successful R&D, the Apollo missions would not have been

possible.

As the establishedtermrend.emous and dockingimplies, the involved operations are

divided into two distinct parts, each with a particular set of goals.

Rendezvous: During the rendezvous part of the mission, the involved spacecraft

are guided to meet in the same volume of space at the same time. In most
applications, the target object (also often referred to as resident space object) is

inert, and the interceptor (a.k.a. chaser) peiforms all maneuvers to meet the
position and time requirements. However, as an exception to this rule, in the

so-called controlbox rendezvous, it is the target spacecraft that executes a number of
maneuvers to meet the interceptor after it was launched. This reduces interceptor
vehicle propellant consumption, nahrrally at a cost to the target. It therefore can

only be performed with targets having orbit maneuvering capabilities, which
usually rules out space stations and a large number of satellites. Nonetheless,

this type of rendezvous was performed on some Space Shuttle missions (e.g., STS-

49 to service Intelsat VI) and was also planned for the contingency rescue mission
STS-400 to Atlantis' Hubble Servicing Mission 4.

Docking: The goal of docking in a mission isio establish physical contact between

the involved spacecraft. Although commonly the term dockingis used, there actually

exist two distinct cases: docking, and capture and.berthing.

1) Docking. The interceptor approaches the target with non-zero relative velocity,

brings its dofüng tool into alignment with the target's counterPart, and estab-

lishes a firm structural connection by using its own momentum. Docking

therefore relies only on maneuvering capabilities of the two spacecraft and on
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properly functional docking tools. This approach was used during Gemini and

Apollo and still is in use with soyuz/Progress, the space shuttle, and ESA's

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV) missions to ISS.

2) Copture andberthing.The interceptor is maneuvered into close proximity of the

target and an initial mechanical connection between both is established by a

robotic manipulator. This manipulator can be situated on the interceptor (as is

the case with the Shuttle Robotic Manipulator System (RMS) used for capturing

the Hubble Space Telescope) or on the target vehicle. This is the approach taken

with the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS) on ISS capturing

the fapanese H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV). After capture, the captured spacecraft

is thenmovedbythe manipulatorto a lrerthingposition, whichis a device similar

to a docking port.

The choice of the manipulator's location is, on the one hand, dependent

on the sizes and masses of the spacecraft. The attitude of a heavier spacecraft

is less influenced by the disturbance tolques caused by the movement of the

maniptrlator. On the other hand, a space manipulator is a very complex and

hence an expensive mechanism. It will therefore be mounted on the spacecraft

with the longer lifetime and/or reentry capability, and not on the disposable

spacecraft like HTV.

The combination ofboth rendezvous and docking is not an end to itself, but serves

to frrlfill the purpose of a mission. It therefore must always be carefirlly planned and

designed within the larger mission context. This influences not only design decisions

such as launch windows, approach traiectories, and the selection ofsensors, but also

the general apploach modes, be it operator-in-the-loop oI autonomous robotic. To

understand the challenges, choices, and trade-offs involved, the following section

provides details about R&D mission design.

Mission Phases

Generally, R&D missions involve both an interceptor spacecraft, which begins

the mission on the launch pad, and a target spacecraft, which is usually already in

orbit by the time'of the interceptor's launch. The following sections will discuss

the mission phases of typical R&D missions in LEO, which are in the following

order:

1) taunch
2) Phasing

3) Homing
4l Closing
5) Final Approach

6) Docking/CaPture.

This sequence ofmission steps results in a typical R&D mission prof,le as shown in

Figure 8.26.
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Figure 8.26 Sketch of a typical R&D mission profile consisting of launch phase, phasing

maneuvers, homing, and close range rendezvous (closing and final approach) including docking.

8.6.1

Launch Phase

The launch phase comprises the injection of the interceptor into the orbital plane of
the target, as well as achieving stable orbital conditions. To directly meet the plane

of the target, the interceptor must be launched inside a narcow launch window.

This launch window is derived in the following steps.

First, we derive the launch azirnuth q, which is the angle between the launch

traiectory and the geographic North, i.e., the local direction in which to launch.

If we denote the target's orbit indination as i and the launch site latitude as P,

we have from Figure 8.27 and according to lrlapier's rules for spherical angles

cos i : Cos p . sin(180" -d : cos B .sin q, frorn which we obtain the following two

solutions:

(8.6.1)

The reason is, a launch site passes twice a day through a given orbital plane: Once on

the ascending pass of the target orbit with launch azirnuth qr, the other on the

descending pass with launch azi:mrrth Ez. So,iffor a launch site the laun ch azimuth is

not limited, there are two launch opportunities every dry.
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Figure 8.27 Launch window trigonometry. lllustrated are the target orbit with RAAN Q and

inclination i, launch site latitude B,launch azimuth E, and auxiliary angle 7u.

From cos i - Cos B-sinrp, we can read that because lsin El < 1, we have

cos I ( cos p, implying i > P. So there exists no launch azimuth to achieve an

i < P, or in other words: Orbits with i < P cannot be reached directly. This seemingly
paradoxical situation is elucidated in Figure 8.28. For example, launchers from

Figure 8.28 Whatever the launch azimuth is, the accessible orbit inclination i is always larger than

the latitude of the launch site P. lf the launch azimuth is q-90o, then i-B is achieved.
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Kennedy Space Center with ß :28.47" cannot reach orbits \Mith i < 28.47". Only in
the limiting case E - 90' ,270' , i.e., if the launch azimuth is East or West (into a
retrograde orbit), we obtain i : B. Iforbits I < B need to be reached, the launcher is
first launched with i : B. When its orbit intersects the desired target orbit having
i < B, a plane change maneuver (a.k.a. dogleg maneuver) is performed that, however,

is associated with large propellant consumption and thus reduced payload for a given
target orbit.

What is the right time to launchl The Universal Time of launch, Tga
defines the moment in time when the launch site is in the plane ofthe International
Space Station's orbit, the so-called in-plane tirne. At this launch time, the
interceptor reaches the targeted orbital plane with the least effort (delta-u budget).
It is given by

in-plane time (launch time) (8.6.2)

where (o@ :7.2921150 x 10-s s-1 is Earth's sidereal rotation rate. The hour angle
?cusr, representing the Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time (GMST) for the launch to

occur at, is calculated as

?cvsr-O+7"-7

where the auxiliary angle 2, (see Figure 8.27), which is the difference between the
launch site longitude ), and the target orbit's fu\l\N Q, is calculated froin Napier's
rules as

- cos Qt.ziu : arccos -# - tarcsin
sln,

The required hour angle 0 cusro of a particul ar launch day at 00:00 h can be obtained
from the Astronomical Almanac of the given year or from

7cusro: 100.4606184' + 3600.77005361' s-1 ' Turt

+ 0.00038793" s-2 . Tirr-z.6 x 10-8o s-3 . T?r^

The term Tu1 denotes the number of Julion centuries of the launch d^y at 00:00:00 h
elapsed since the standa,rd epoch 12000, which is given as

T,Lrt : lD-2 451 545.0

36 525

where in turn the |ulian date

should be provided in terms
computed by

lD of the given launch d^y at 00:00:00 h, which
of years (Vyil, months (**), and days (dd)," rs

1-(cos ilcos B)2
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rD : 367 (yn/y)-rNr{1 7s 
[(yy]ry) 

. ^r(@3I)] ]
+ (dd) + 1721 013.s

where the function INT(r) truncates the real number x to the next lower integer

number.

Launch Windows

Any deviation from the in-plane launch time would implicate a dogleg maneuver

and hence an additional propulsion demand {or a plane change maneuver (see

Eq. (S.1.2) and Figure 8.2 {or details). On the other hand, since this precision is
impractical to achieve both for organizational and technical reasons, one allows a

small amount of time for the launch of the interceptor on both sides of the ideal

launch time Tur. This is the so-called planar launch window. The width of the planar
launch window depends on the launch azimuth. If the launch azirmfihis ,p = 90o,

i.e., if the inclination matches the launch site latitude, the launch window is typically

up to L h because no later plane adjustment would be necessary. With decreasing

launch azirnuth, any deviation of the launch time frorn the in-plane time will cause

increasing plane differences and hence an increasing propulsion demandto correct
them. For Shuttle launches to the ISS (i:51.6"), the planar launch window
decreases to only 10 min. Targets above 57" inclinations have planar launch windows
ofless than 5 min. In missions to ISS, in practice the Shuttle launch time is appointed
to the opening ofthe launch window i.e., 5 min before the in-plane time. In case of a

launch delay due to a possible countdown problem, there remain L0 min to fix the
problem. Ifno problem occurs, the Shuttle is put on hold for 5 min and is launched on
in-plane time.

Apart frorn orbital mechanics, there are other restrictions defining other kinds
of launch windows on different time scales. An important consideration is the
sLLn angle, which is the angle between the direction to the Sun and the targeted
orbital plane. The sun angle is important for visibility conditions during final
approach (cf. Figure 8.38 where the Shuttle needs to see the ISS duringdaytime
conditions, in particular during final approach) and for solar power generation of
the docked spacecraft. For the Space Shuttle, another concern is the ability to
monitor its ascent and to visually check the external tank for damages during
launch and ascent.

When launching toward ISS, traffic conditions also impact launch window
planning, since multiple spacecraft such as Soyuz, Progress, ATV, HTV, or Shuttle
want to approach the station during beneficial lighting conditions. All these factors

must be considered in mission planriing, which leads to the small number oflaunch
windows available to ISS or Hubble per year. This is the reason why the failure to
launch a mission during the originally intended window can cause launch delays of
months, instead ofhours or days as dictated by orbital mechanics. Also, the so-caIled

phase window (see next section) restricts the launch opportunities.

+rNr (+@d)
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For a given launch site, the range of permitted launch azimuths is usualry
restricted due to safety concerns of flying a launch vehicle over densely populated
areas. For instance, the launch azirnuth restrictions at Kennedy Space Center are
35" 3 q < 120",where the lower bound is due to the US West Coast and the upper
bound to the Caribbean islands. This restricts the Shuttle to have only one launch
opporhrnity per day to the ISS.

8.6.2

Phasing

After successfirl completion ofthe launch phase, the interceptor spacecraft achieves a
stable orbit within the same plane as the target. The two orbits are thus coplanar and
typically near circular. (Alternatively, the interceptor is j4 a plane from which the
target plane can be reached within the capabilities ofthe orbital maneuvering system
of the interceptor.)

However, the target might be anywhere on its orbit. Therefore, the first part ofthe
target rendezvous, the so-call edfar range rendezvous, requires first a reduction in the
distance to the target, until it can be acquired by the sensors ofthe interceptor, and
then a transfer to a stable holding point on the trailing side ofthe target.

This first part offar range rendezvous phase is caTTedphasirngbecause it is to reduce
the so-called (orbital) phase angle r9, which is the difference in true anomaly as
measured in the flight direction from the target to the interceptor. Phasing is typically
conducted in absolute navigation, i.e., with reference to an inertial reference framg
and guided by ground control. As an example, Space shuttle phasing maneuvers are
planned by mission control using orbit determination data obtained by ground radar-
and Tracking and Data Relay satellite sysüern (TDRSS) Doppler measurements. By
processing both the target and interceptor tracking data, the orbital phase angle is
determined.

usually, the interceptor needs to chase the target, so only negative initial phase
angles are permitted. This is why the interceptor is often called chaser.In addition,
only certain initial phase angles are permitted. Owing to performance limitations and
constrained crew activities, this so-called phase window (window accounting for
phase angle makeup capability) varies for the Shuttle between 40" I -0i < 360..
The relationship ofthe phase window to the planar launch window changes each day
and depends on the target's orbital period and inclination.

Owing to a given initial phase angle to be made up, the interceptor will
have finalized its launch trajectory on a generally slightly elliptic or circular orbit
with its semimajor axis ar smaller thanthe ay ofthe target orbit. Whetherthe initial
apogee coincidts with the target orbit depends on the particular rendezvous strategy,
but usually the interceptor orbit nowhere crosses the target orbit. Because a1 I a7,
the mean orbital frequency (mean motion) is larger than that of the target,
which implies that the orbital phase angle is reduced continuously-the goJ of
phasing.

How much is the phase angle reduced in course of one orbital revolutionl
Assuming small differences in the semimajor axes, which is a quite good
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frF - 2n lT of the target, the phase

. A,o.T

l,o,

approximation
reduction after

ATI : Ln. T

Therefore,

for LEO and since n -
one orbital revolution is

(s.6.3)

The minus sign reflects the fact that the phase angle from the target to the interceptor

decreases if ar ) a,y, i.e., if L,a > 0. This phase angle reduction relates to a closing

distance of

L,x - Ad . a, - -3n . A,a per orbit

To give an example,the ISS orbits Earth at an altitude of abouth : 350 km. Owing to

drag becoming too excessive, the lowest chaser altitude is limited to about

h - 200 km. This implies La Z -150 km. So, the Shuttle is able to approach the

ISS maximally with A?t < L2" per orbit equalin g Lx < 1400 km per orbit. If the ISS,

in the worst case, has an initial orbit phase angle of 360', it will take 2 daysto get there.

8.6.3

Homing Phase

The interceptor is now on a phasing orbit about 50 km away from the target, drifting
slowly toward the target. The objective of the upcoming homing transfer, the second

part of the far range rendezvous, is to transfer the interceptor to a stable holding and

aiming point in the vicinity of the target (see Figures 8.26 and 8.29). A prerequisite of
the transfer is that the target must be acquired by the relative navigation sensors ofthe
interceptor. For the Space Shuttle, mission control hands over rendezvous guidance

to the orbiter's crew at7 4km from the target. At this point, a target like the I S S can be

tracked using star trackers or radar
With the homing maneuver also the relative approach velocity must be reduced to

a safe level. In addition, the dispersions in position, orientation, and angular rate must

be reduced to meet the conditions required for the upcoming close range rendezvous.

This indudes the synchronizalton of the motion timeline of the two spacecraft.

LVLH Reference System

For the discussion of the now following rendezvous approaches, the Local

Vefücal Local Honzontal (LVLH) reference system is defined (see Figure 8.30).

The origin of LVLH is located at the center of mass of the target. Its * x-axis, also

called the * V-bar, points along the target's velocity vector. The -z-axis, referred to as

1. R-bar, points antiparallel to the target's radialvector. The -y-axis, also called + H-

bar, completes the right-handed system ald thus points along orbit normal. In the

A#,== *Iuff' p.r orbit
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Figure 8.29 Homing, closing, and final approach profile and phases for ISS rendezvous. ISS safe
aPProach procedures require station-keeping points S on the V-ba r, an approach corrido r, and a

Keep-out Sphere around ISS that approaching spacecraft must use.

Figure 8.30 Local Vertical Local Horizontal reference system: * V-bar ( * x-axis) is in the direction
of the spacecraft's velocity vector, * R-bar (+ z-axis) is in the direction ofthe negative radius vector,
and f H-bar (-y-axis) completes the right-handed system.

Cerltral Body
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Figure 8.3I Ceneral Hohmann transfer of an

interceptor to meet a target point in a circular

coplanar orbit. At time t1 the required phase

angle is Tl and the interceptor begins the

phasing maneuver by applying the thrust Au,.

After a half revolution on the transfer orbit, the

interceptor reaches the target point at time t2-

The maneuver Lv2 moves the interceptor

onto the target orbit and finalizes the

Hohmann transfer.

followi rtg, a " + V-b ar approach" means that the interceptor approaches the target

. orl the target's *V-bar (into -V-bar direction). Accordingly, a "- R-bar approach"

is on the target's -R-bar (into * R-bar direction), etc.

Homing Transfer

The homing transfer, which commences at point 51 in Figure 8.29, is a classical

Hohmann transfer as described in Section 8.3. The principle situation is shown in
Figure 8.31, where the orbits, however, are not to scale because at the end of the

phasing phase, the two orbits with a, x 675}km in LEO have a radial distance of
typlcally only about 10 km. Owing to this, the phase angle at the beginning of the

Hohmann maneuver is practically zero while its complement to 180o, the so-called

lead angJe, is a7: 1-80o -$ x 180".

Let,r9; be the initial phase angle and letT91 be the final phase angle at 52 behind the

target. The k"y question is: At a given a,, L,a, and üy,what is the right Üi andthe right

tangential kick-burn Ay to get to S2l To find an answer, we apply from Section 8.3.2

the essential results of a Hohmann transfer to adjacent circular orbits as for

rendezvous orbits

Aa\*n)&H :)t.,+ o) - *('

ts -JT
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Now while the interceptor transits over an or.bit angle of 180" on the Hohmann
transfer orbit, the target with ": \/ilA covers the orbit angle.

4,0 : n.tu -

.ii 
i***"i li 

(s.6.4)
li:iiii!,:., . . .:r:::,:.::,

', t9; - $;= 
fr,,

l: ,,:,,,,]], 
,

For the required delta-z we find with a circular orbital velocity v - t/nfr,

and hence

/ A^a\312r80' (r *;) = 180' (,*i+)
Because in LEO Lala = 1-0-3, we could safely neglect terms of higher order.
Therefore, we have for the initial phase angle

üi: *-l (180' _.L0) : üf-180' j+

fiu'', (86s)

Example:

The Shuttle slr,a,ll perfonn a h,orning rna,neuver from L,a, - - 10 krn to a waiting point
52 : 3 krn behind the ISS at h: 350 km.
Wehavtüf - (180" l*).(1016728) - 0.085'andvr :7.697 krns-1 .Withthiswe
get Üi: Üf + 0.201" :0.286'. This rnea,ns the Shuttle has to perforrn & bum with
Lv - 5.72 rn s-1 intoflight direction at aposition 33.6kmbehindthe ISS. Becauseth,e

Shuttle initially is 1"0krn below the ISS, the viewing distance to tlte /SS at burn is

@:35.akyn

NASA's Space Rendezvous History
At NASA there exist two general approaches for homing and closing maneuvers:
The historical coelliptic rendezvot/Ls and today's stable orbit rendezvous (SOR).

Coelliptic Rendezvous

Coelliptic orbits are coplanar elliptic (including circular) orbits with a common
occupied focus (see Figure 8.32). The argurnents ofperigee o areequal, meaning
that the lines of apsides of the orbits are congruent. In addition to this, the

!Nr,, fi
;;';;:::; , l-r
i; 'äY*,
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differences in perigee and apogee radii are equal. In a spacecraft-fixed reference

frame, coelliptic orbits appear as two parallel lines. These particular orbits allow

easy, intuitive, and robust maneuver planning by means of the so-called trigger

angle targeting. This technique was developed during the Gemini program. It
allows astronaut pilots to reliably achieve rendezvous by pointing the interceptor

spacecraft atthe target at a certain trigger angle z (see Figure 5.32) relative to the

direction of flight and then engaging the orbital maneuvering thrusters, the so-

called Terminal Phase lnitiation. (TPI). The trigger angle can be measured with
simple cueing devices similar to a sextant. During the transfer, the target will
move along its orbit within the so-called transfer angle a (the orbit angle covered

dwingtransfer). If rendezvous is achieved within a single revolution ofthe target,

thus with a { 360", it is called a direct rendezvous. Any case with multiple target

revolutions is referred to as indirect rendezvou,s. The point aimed at by the

interceptor, in front of or behind the target, is referred to as the downrange

targeting location.

Inertisl Sl*itud*
[VLfi

D*wnrange

3{l knr

\
)

thrmlrralPhaselnitt*tirrn S'Iid-Cour*eü+rrt*tions
qrFr) {MC}

Figure 8.32 Cemini coelliptic rendezvous in inertial and spacecraft reference frames; r
denotes the trigger angle between the direction to the target and the local horizontal plane

at w_frich the transfer maneuver is triggered.

It can be shown (see Woffinden (2007)), andthis is a key property of coelliptic
rcndezvous, that for direct rendezvous, the elevation trigger angle z is indepen-
dent ofthe angular frequency @ and the relative altitude ofthe coelliptic trajectory.

Hence, the same trigger angle applies for all orbits, regardless of the coelliptic
height differential. For indirect rcndezvous, the trigger angles show depend.ency

on the ratio between the downrange targeting location and the relative altitude of
the coelliptic trajectory. In recent numerical simulations, it was determined that
the optimal trigger angle for a minimum Av intercept maneuver is 27.0", with a

transfer angle of 163.L". Interestingly, this is not equal to a Hohmann transfer
with a triggerangle of 0o and a transfer angle of 180'. In realiry this optimal angle

will not be perfectly achievable. A range between 26.8o and 27.3" was therefore
identified as providing optimal combinations of required Au, line-ofsight (LOS)

approach rates, and positioning accuracy.
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Interestingly, without running numerical computer simulations, NASA
selecte d a trigger angle of 27" with a transfer angle of 1.30' for Gemini/Apollo
rendezvous operations. For these manned rendezvous missions, trigger angle
targeting was particularly attractive. It allowed the use of the astronauts' eyes

and simple elevation cuein g for maneuver triggering in case of the failure of
the rendezvous radar system. After applying the initial Lv along LOS, the
pilot performed one or two midcourse correction maneuvers, before finally
approaching the target for docking. During final approach, the pilot benefited
from a low inertial LOS approach rate during final breaking and approach, as

well as from good visibility of the target against the star background. This
was important since LOS closing rates are difficult to judge visually without
ambient references.

Coelliptic rendezvous remained NASA's rendezvous approach of choice
throughout Gemini and Apollo. Its maior strength was the back p capability to
perform the TPI burn manually. It was then modified into a dual coelliptic
rendezvous profile for the S§lab missions. In this profile, the interceptor flew
a coelliptic transfer onto a holding orbit below the target. From there another
coelliptic maneuver finalized rendezvous. The modifications were applied to
improve the final approach lighting conditions for manual piloting, as well as the
quality oflong-range optical tracking using reflected sunlight. This dual coelliptic
profile was then also the baseline for Shuttle R&D missions. Given the character-
istics of typical Shuttle rend.ezvous targets, there existed concerns regarding thä
usability and quality of optical tracking of small target objects using reflected
sunlight in the presence of Earth's illuminated surface and bright celestial objects.
Another issue was the depletion of the Shuttle's Reoction Control System (RCS)

propellant due to high relative approach velocities. This initially led to the
adoption of a so-called tuned coelliptic rendezvotls (TCR) profile.

Stable Orbit Rendezvous

For current space station operations, all these coelliptic rendezvous approaches
were replaced by the so-called sta,ble orbit rendezvous. Such a SOR was first flown
on Gemini XI and was later suggested to address the concerns over target tracking
and propellant consumption for Space Shuttle R&D. The reason is that it supports
inertial approaches with lower relative velocity than the inertial approaches from
the Apollo legacy coelliptic profile. In addition, a stable orbit profile desensitizes
the mission timeline from trajectory considerations, as the interceptor could
theoretically remain at the waiting point for indefinite periods oftime. Stable orbit
station-keeping atmultiple kilometers of distance to the target (15 km for Space

Shuttle ISS approaches) was also preferable to the close range (at distances oftens
of meters) station-keeping associated with coelliptic approaches. In such close

proximity, continuous crew monitoring and frequent correction maneuver are

needed, resulting in high propellant expenditure. Therefore, the advantages of
SOR profiles over coelliptic approaches are lower propellant consumption and
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stable station-keeping points on V-bar, leading to less demand on crew position
monitoring and correction. Hence, the SOR has become the standard for ISS

operations for Space Shuttle, Soyuz, and ATV, as well as for other rcndezvous

operations, such as with the Hubble Space Telescope.

For more details on coelliptic and Space Shuttle R&D missions, refer to
Goodman (2006).

8.6.4

Closing Phase

Once on the target orbit at 52 (see Figure 8.2g),jets are fired to bring the interceptor to a

hold at a safe distance about 3 km behind the target. The target now is within range ofthe
interceptor sensors, and thus relative navigation can commence. This station-keeping
point 52 is essential to assess the situation and plan the upcoming closing maneuver.

The closing maneuver depends on the type of final approach: For a final tR-bar
approach, the interceptor needs to get to the tR-bar below/above the target. For a
final * V-bar approach, the interceptor needs to proceed further on the -V-bar closer
to the target to the station-keeping point 53, and for a *V-bar approach, the
interceptor has to fly around the target to approach it from the leading end. Anyway,
with the closing maneuver we ingress the Approach Ellipsoidofthe ISS. All operations
inside the Approach Ellipsoid are "combined operations" involving the mission
control authorities in Houston andMoscow. From here on safety as not to collide with
the ISS has the highest priority.

-V-bar Approach

Let us assume that the docking port is on the trailing end of the target and therefore an

-approach further on the -V-bar is favorable. What are the options to carry it outl
In Section 8.5.3, we have seen that we may approach the target on the Vbar via a prolate
cycloid (which is a Hohmann trajectory see end of secrion "Ellipse" in Section 8.5.3) or
via an ellipse. The decision is based on safety versus efficiencf Ifin course ofthe prolate
cycloid we would lose control over the interceptor, we would drift away infinitely and ifit
is a "flat" cycloid, we might even hit the target. However, if safety is not paramount, then
one could traverse the distance from 52 to 53 by one or several cycles keeping the

momenfum along the V-bar andhence save fuel. At each reversal point, one could even

stop the approach, assess the situation, and fine-tune the further approach. This option is

chosen by NASA for the Shuttle closing phase (see Figure 8.3S). If safety is top priority,
then the ellipse trajectory is the choice, because if control over the interceptor would be

lost, it would automatically return to 52. However, this method requires to fire the jet at

every intersection with the V-bar, thus coming to a halt and thereafter repeat the whole

cycle procedure. "safety-first" requirement, of course, comes at the expense of a higher
propulsion demand.
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Flgure8.33 ISS stable or'bit approach on -V-bar as typically adopted by an AW rendezvou3lFirst, a

Hohmann transfer brings the interceptor to the waiting point 52. Then, it approaches the ISS on an

elliptical trajectory to waiting point 53.

So, for *Vbar approach of a "sa{bty-first" rendezvous with the ISS as shown in
Figure 8"29 and Figure 8.33, the ellipse maneuver is used. As shown in Section 8-5.3,

in particular Figures 8.24and 8.25, a verticatr (radial) burn u6 will bring us on an ellipse
to the next waiting point 53 that lies by Lx - S2-S3 - 4vsf n < 0, with
52 < 0, 53 < 0, closer to the target. When arriving at 53, a reverse burn rnust be

fired to bring the interceptor to a halt. For the required delta-v for such a step ofwidth
Ax, we find from Figure 8.25

@ e[iptic trajectory (s.6.6)

where the factor 2 indicates that we need two burns for the entire approach
maneuver and the * sign that the elliptic traiectory might be on either side of the
V-bar. This maneuver can be performed at any step size and as often as wanted to get

to 53. Observe that it does not make any difference for the total delta-u if a given

distance is covered with more or less steps because Av x Ar. How many incre-
ments are to be chosen is just a matter of safety and. time (every step lasts

one orbital period). So, If Lx is the total distance between 52 and 53, Eq. (8.6.6)

provides the delta-u for the entire closing transfer independent of the number
of steps. Tlo approach the [SS, every incremental distance of ]. km requires
Av:2x0.286ms-1.
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Ifthe cycloidal approach wouldbechosen, wehave from Figure 8.22 Lx = 6?wo/rL

and hence

@ cycloidal trajectory (s67)

where Ar is the total distance between 52 and 53 and Ic is the number of cycloidal

revolutions to traverse this distance. Here again the factor 2 indicates that we need a

initiation burn at 52 plus a stop burn of equal absolute value at 53. We therefore see

that the cycloidal approach is by , factor 6n .kl4 - 4.7 .k rnore efficient that the

elliptic approach-at the expense of safety. We recall that every cycloidal or elliptic
cycle takes a full orbital period.

Approach to * V-bar

If one wants to approach on the -V-bar from 52 to the waiting point 53 on the

* V-bar, i.e., to the other side of the target, one has to apply the same maneuvers

(elliptic or cycloidal trajectories) as above, the only difference being that for
A,x - S2-S3 < 0 holds 52 < 0, 53 > 0.

Approach to *R-bar
If the final approach is on *R-bar or -R-bar, the closing phase must bring the
interceptor in a loop from -V-Bar to *R-bar (see Figure S.3a) at below/above the
target. Here again both the cycloidal and the elliptic traiectory would do, but here both
approaches are equally safe. This is because ifcontrol is lost for a cycloidal trajectory it
would iust pass by the target at the aimed distance and after that drift away from the
target. In the elliptic trajectory case, the interceptor would just orbit the target on an

Keep-Sut Zane

Appreach
ttlip*nid

>2§§§ m

haming phase

Figure 8.34 To *R-bar approach to lSS. A Hohmann transfer brings the interceptor first to the
intermediate point 53-, where it crosses over into a circular orbit on which it drifts to the final
point 53.

approaeh Är
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ellipse. Because we have seen that the cycloidal trajectory is much more efficient, it is

the preferred approach method.

The cycloidal loop is performed in two (or one) steps. First, a tangential burn Au

brings the interceptor on a prolate cydoid (Hohmann trajectory) to the transition

point 53- where a burn Au is fired against the direction ofmovement. This brings the

interceptor'into a circular Earth orbit below/above the ISS. On this orbit, it slowly

drifts to the point 53 below the ISS from where the final approach commences. Note

that neither 53- nor 53 are stable points with respect to the ISS. If the first burn is

accurate enough, it can be set such that 53- coincides with 53.

What needs to be determined is: Given the initial point 52 and a radial distance Är

(counted positively outward along the z-axis) the interceptor shall dive belöw (Ar < 0)

or above (Ar > 0) the ISS, what is the delta-y to perform the entire maneuverl From

Fignre 8.22 we derive that the diving distance is Ar : Lz : 41)o ln. We therefore find

for the initial delta-u

ffi#i

v_-

Atr-

iffi
iil,'1l;1;1ffr,

'l:-7vo
a * Lr, the

@ initial burn

anticipated circular orbit has an orbital velocity of

(s.6.8)

Upon diving down/up, the interceptor speeds up and according to Eq. (8.5.11)''.

achieves at the lowest/highest point ofthe trajectory which is S3-, the relative velocity

x - ro(4cosz-3) : -7v0. This corresponds in an Earth centered system to

l*-_2vo

where the latter follows by applying Eq. (3.6.8). For the deltav of the braking burn

at S3-, we therefore obtain

Thus, while for the -V-bar approach our effort to

(e11iptic traiectory), it is much bigger, namely, Lv -
tR-bar.

(8.6.e)

get to 53 is maximally Au -- 2lrol

6lro 
I , i. the case of an approach to

''il;J';';..il"* =,$iro
.,.,..'.,..tt;.,,,,,,,..,, ,.,. . .,',' .. 

.

So the total delta-u is

Lv- lLril +lLrfl :6, Lr
T

8.6.s

Final Approach

The interceptor is now on the waiting
Sphere, about 200 m away from the ISS

point 53 just outside of the IGep-Out

(see Figure S.35). This is where the fi,nat

',:H'

:.:rtrl
'&J'l
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Figure 8.35 ISS approach corridor for V-bar approach.

a,pproa,ch (a.k.a. proximity operations or terminq,l phase) begins. Other than during the

stable orbit rendezvous where the interceptor approached the target via stable orbits (i...,
cydoidal trajectories that can be stopped at the reversal points or elliptic trajectories that

even back offfrom the target ifren dezvous control is lost and therefore are " safe" orbits),

the trajectories now are more or less straight to directly intercept the target and therefore

are on "collision course" with it. The final approach ends at a distance of a few meters

upfront the ISS, either when docking is imminent or when the target is within capture

^distance of the manipulator. During this phase, the spacecraft usually maneuvers

autonomously, i.e., without intervention by ground control. The spacecraft control loop

must therefore be closed locally, either by the crew or by the automatic controllers. Final

approach can thus be considered the most critical part ofthe R&D mission. During this
phase, minor erors can cause accidents.

*V-bar Approach

First, we consider the approach on fV-bar or on -V-bar (see definition of " *V-bar
approach" in the section " LVLH Reference System" above) {rorn waiting point 53

through the conical approach corridor with half angle L5" to the next waiting point 54

(the initial waiting point for docking approach). To penetrate the cone, one could

continue to apply the ellipse maneuvers. However, every incremental step takes one

orbital period of 91.5min in case of the ISS, which is far too much.
One therefore switches to another approach mode called forced transla,tion.

Figure 3.36 shows its principle. Let us assume a burn is performed aiming directly

at the target. According to Figure 8.22,the higher speed would force the interceptor to

drift upward (centrifugal force is bigger than the gravitational force at this circular
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Unf*rced translation
-ä5ü m

*m=**5::

i go*itianal

r| {nr*e
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Figure 8.35 A straight trajectory would turn up and leave the approach corridor. A downwards
forced translation enforces the trajectory to stay in the corridor and hit the waiting point.

altitude;, violate the approach cone, and never encounter 54 (see Figure 3.36).

However, we can counteract the updrift by providing in addition to the forward
translation an initial small downward force. Ifthis is done propeü,itforces the initial
trajectory slope down just that the trajectory at its end hits 54. The forward translation
with this exlra little downward force is called forced translotion.

It needs to be determined how big the additional delta-4 equivalent to the downward
force, is. We therefore revisit Section 8.5.3, where we have shown that for tanslation
times (nt)' << L (Eqr. (8.5.10)) holds. These equations give the answer to the question
what the initial veloc§ v0: (*0,?0,20) at the initial point (ro,!o,zo) should be in
order to meet after time t a given target point at the origin (0,0,0). In our case, the

vector from the target point to the initial distance of the interceptor is
(*o,yo,zo) - (+4x,0,0) for a tV-bar approach. Therefore, Eq. (8.5.10) reduces to

@ +V-bar approach (8.6.10)

Ay - vo-vi

where n - fi@ , Lv is the initiation burn vector, and u; is the interceptor's velocity

incident to the starting point 53 (if the starting point was a waiting point, vi :0). Of
course, for braking the forced translation at 54, the same amount of Av is required,
howevegforvs*inlothe opposite direction. The initial speed inxdirectiorl,vox,is easy

to grasp: The required speed is distance divided by flight time. The delta-u in negatle z
direction (radial thrust downward) is just the forced part. Assuming that the delta-v in
each direction is generated by separate thrusters (as usually the case), the absolute

value of the total approach delta-u is

Io : (ro*,voy,voz) : (. +,0,*n A")

lLx \Lv- r(; *n.o")-2.a,x. (+.4
It would not be wise tq cover the final approach distance in one move. Initial point and

firing errors would jeopardize encountering exacü th. target point. One rather splits
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the distance into two or more parts and whenever the trajectory meets the Vbar, a new

forceddelta-vof t2 x n. Ärisappliedstartingtheforcedtranslationanew.Thisleads
toahoppingapproachasdepictedinFigure8.3T(top) foraShuttle -lV-barapproach.

This is why it is cal7ed hooping trajectory. Because the total delta-v has the linear

dependency Av o< Aa it does not make any difference in termsofdelta-v effort to split

the final approach distance into k shorter hops of length e, Lx : k' e,bti still cover

the total distance in the same time i, or not. However, owing to boost errors, it is
preferable to make more shorter hops.

*R-bar Approach

Forced translation can also be applied on the *R-bar or -R'bar, which, for instance,

is performed by a Soyuz or Progress docking to the radial port (Pirs docking

compartment) of the ISS. This approach was originally designed for docking the

Shuttle with MIR. It was also used on Hubble sewicing mission STS-82. To

determine the initiating delta-v for the forced translation from 53 to 54, we have

from Eq. (8.5.10) with the initial distance vector (0,0, aAz) for tR-bar approach

P0 : (ro*,,V0y,Uoz) : (.
Av - vo-vi

Az\
n.L,z,O,t t ) @ * R-bar approach (8.6.11)

Av Äv Äv &v äv &v &v

t*"t"#"\t tnt.nt,*.1
+V-bar

S-q 
*o *t# SS

+V-har apprüä*h

+H-bar

rÄv
Äu +H-bar Bppr*äth
r*Av
Iou

Figure 8.37 Final approach hopping profiles of a Shuttle final approach along the * V-bar (above)

and the * R-bar (below, including deceleration burns).
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where zr : \/nF, Av is the initiation bum vector, a.ndviis the interceptor's velocity

incident to the starting point 53. The total approach delta-u is by the same token as

above

Lv :2 p(! *)
\,)

And also in this case owing to the linear dependency Lv x M it does not make any

difference in terms ofdelta-r., effort to split the distance into more shorter hops. Thus,

we might have also hopping trajectories as shown in Figure 8.37 (bottom).

Proximity Operations

From an orbital mechanics point ofview, the last few meters starting out from 54, the

docking approach in the proximity of the target, is the most easy part of the

rendezvous. This is because for very short distances x,z,T +0 and hence

Xg
VOx : -; -TLZO VOx:

L

Zg
VOz : - = 

-f nXO 
-----------7 

VOz :
t

Yo
voy : --- vo!,t

(8.6.12)

Av - (ro*, uoy, vor) -vi

where u; is the interceptor's velocity incident to the starting point 54. Therefore, if on

this docking approach the commander or pilot navigates the interceptot steering

becomes intuitively easy because the required momentary speed is just distance per

time. However, in order not to crash into the docking port, the approach speed has to

be continuously reduced (see Figure 8.37, bottom).

Docking/Capture Phase

At the end of the final approach phase, the interceptor is in position in front of the

target's docking port or capture interface and all thrusting has ceased. The inter-

ceptor's relative velocity is either zero for capture and berthin g, or slightly above zero

for docking. On the one hand, this approach rate must be great enough to prevent the

vehicles from bouncing off each other without capture being achieved. On the other

hand, it must be low enough to prevent structural darnage or loss of control andf or

the ability to attenuate the momentum. The exact position, velocity, orientation, and

angular rate tolerances depend on the specific docking or capture tools being used.

The dockin glcapfrxe phase is the conclusion of a R&D mission. It encompasses

the following activities:

. dockin glcapLure of the target by the interceptor (or vice versa)

. establishment of a rigid structural connection

. connection of fluid, gas, electrical, propellant, and communication lines
o establishment ofa pressurized passageway ifcrew transfer is part ofthe mission goals.

_xo
t

_Zo
t

-Iot
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Docking means that the active spacecraft positions itself and establishes the physical

connection using its own momentum. In capture and berthing, the target or

interceptor is captured, positioned, and connected by a robotic manipulator to a

berthing mechanism. Berthing thus allows contact to be made at a near-zero cloture

rate, which means a higher level of control for the operator, and avoids the process of
one vehicle basica§ flying into the other. It is therefore the generally preferable

approach, but comes atthe cost of requiring a complex, heavy, and expensLve Rernote

Manipulator Systarc (RM S).

8.6.6

Shuttle-lSS Rendezvous

The Shuttle's close range rendezvous with the ISS is somewhat different, though,

because the docking port is on the leading side (+v-bar) of the ISS. Therefore,

beginning at 52 the Shuttle flies in two cydoidal steps and within two orbits a homing

approach from 52 to 53 such that it dives just below the ISS (see Figure 8'38)' Note

that the launch window was chosen such that daytime (i.e., sunlighQ condition is

at those parts of the trajectory including the final approach and docking

§T§.1§ä §R§IT RENS§ZV*U§ PROFILE

pET EV§Si;i.
-ä;Sü STAHT FINü3 TIL (not sh*wn)
-?:ä2 NH BUnf{ {notsltown}
-1:3ä Nt SUHN
-1:äS § TnK NSMIGATION
-ü:§8 NCC §UFIN
-ü:44 ftAüAR NAVIffATI0N
*0:ü* lj SUFIN

Glosins phas*

I§§ AT §*NT§R *F
ft$TATING LVLTI
RHFEREHSH FRAM§

S THK

NIGHT

Figure 8.38 The cycloidal trajectory in the closing phase of a Shuttle STS-122 rendezvous with

the lSS.
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approach trajectory of the Shuttle STS-122 approaching the lSS.

Acronyms for NASA Rendezvous Maneuvers

NC (Phasing correction burn)
Performed to hit a range relative to the target at future times

NH (Height adjust burn)
Ferformed to hit a delta-height relative to target at future times

NPC (Plane change burn)
Performed to remove planar errors relative to target at future
times

NCC (Corrective combination burn)
First on-board targeted burn in the rcndezvous sequence to
reduce phasing and height errors relative to the target at Ti

Ti (Terminal intercept burn)
Second on-board targeted burn in the rendezvous sequence to

place the orbiter on a trajectory to intercept the target in one orbit
MC-l-, 2, 3, 4 (Midcourse correction burns)

On-board targeted burns to correct the post Ti trajectory in
preparation fbr the final approach phase

RPM (Rendezvous Pitch Maneuver)

A 360' backflip that allows the station crew to take pictures from
the Zvezda Service Module of the Shuttle's heat shield

TORVA (Twice Orbital Rate R-bar to Vbar Approach)

This manually performed maneuver brings the orbiter from the

* R-bar to the * V-bar

il/§,il$,{rr,$r,c$; -X §{jLS*S -q§ §§Q[IIR&I} TS
NI.JLI TE§ST3T M*TfüT'*

Sr**re #x *r#d§; §et üAF t**trsl to LVLH
Trar*xl*t§** t* L*\\i ä* R*t*tion ts xX§Ri!{
prTe}§" §*tL&Ye§F $Bls* §Nr§.
Tr**slations ä to NüRMI. X & Y to PUt§§

§tati*n*k**p if requir*d

Friuree

9 Final
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(see Figure 8.39), where the IS S needs to be seen from the Shuttle and vice versa. fust
before arriving at 53, the commander ofthe Shuttle takes over manual control for the

remainder of the approach and dofüng. He will stop the Shuttle at 53 some 180m
below the ISS and will maneuver the Shuttle through a 9min, 360' backflip (a.k.a.

Rendezvous Htch Maneuve,i RPM) that allows the station crew to take pictures of the

Shuttle's heat shield to see whether it was damaged during launch. The commander

then will move the Shuttle in the so-called TORVA maneuver from the -l R-bar to the

* V-bar in a position about 120 m directly in front ofthe station in preparation for the

final approach to the pressurized mating adapter PMA2 located at the leading end of
the US utility hub Hannony.

8.6.7

Plume lmpingement

The term plume impirugernetut covers all eflects exerted on the target object if it is
impacted by the exhaust gases of the interceptor's reaction control system (the

maneuvering control system ofan interceptor) thrusters. One ofthese eflects is the
plume pressure force acting on the target and causing position and attitude
disturbances. Another is the heat load placed on the target's structure by the hot
gases. This can lead to overheating of parts of the surface and the underlying
structwe. The third effect is the contamination ofthe target's surfaces by combustion
products and unbumed propellant components. This can cause contamination ofnot
only sensitive elements on the target's surfaces, particularly optical elements such as

camera lenses, solar arrays, or docking sensors, but also sealing elements of the
docking mechanism. This risk of contamination must be considered in particular
during orbit servicing missions such as Hubble servicing, where these considera-

tions impacted the design of final approach trajectories.
Therefore, plume impingement is one of mission planners' maior concerns

during proximity operations, apart from collision avoidance and maneuver
precision. It can only be avoided if thruster activity near the target is minimized.
This in turn means that the interceptor's relative velocity must diminish below a

threshold value as it approaches the target. During Gemini and Apollo, plume
impingement never became a significant issue due to the thrust magnitude,
the position and canting of the RCS nozzles, as well as the roughly equal sizes

ofinterceptor and target and the absence oflarge appendages such as solar arrays.

This changed during the S§lab missions. During Slqlab 2, the Apollo Commanil

and ServiceModule (CSM)was maneuveredwithin closeproximi§ so that a crewman
standing in the hatch could reach the stuck solar arraywith a deployment tool. The
CSM thrusting to null the closing velocity triggered S§lab AOCS to fire its jets in
order to maintain its attitude. This resulted in an opening rate between the two
vehicles. On the later Apollo-Soyuz Test Mission, four ofthe CSM's thrusters were
inhibited 2 s prior to docking contact in order to prevent plume loading ofthe Soyuz

solar arrays.
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Space Shuttle
'These 

lessons were carried into the Space Shuttle design process. The massive
orbiter is designed to assemble and maintain large space stations and service

comparatively small and light satellites. These are equipped with large solar arrays

and antennas or sensitive optics. Plume impingement therefore is a prime
concern. The size ofthe Shuttle was predetermined by the payload it was designed
to carry and the location of RCS thrusters by its shape, which in turn was

determined by the requirements of re-entry and atmospheric flight. Plume
impingement concerns could therefore be addressed only by careful design of
R&D approaches.

The underhing assumptions were as follows: The target spacecraft could not be

designed with features preventing contamination (e.g., movable sensor covers as

found on Hubble), and the control of the target attitude could not prevent contam-
ination. Therefore, on each mission a target-dependent minimum range existed, at

which the thrusters could still be fired in the direction of the target without
contamination concern. At the minimum range, the orbiter was to transition from
a direct approach trajectory to a station-keeping point on the V-bar (see Figure 8.40).

From this point on the final approach would be flown in forced translation. A number
of such approaches were planned for the Shuttle's Long Duration Exposure Facility

(LDEF) mission. Simulations showed that an Apollo-type inertial approach and
braking technique would cause LDEF to tumble. In addition, plume impingement
induced dynamics at grapple ranges that could make both LDEF deployrnent and

retrieval di{Ecult.

finel aBproach

statirn
k*eping

+V-har

tr*nslti*n

braking \
plume
imping*ment
spher*

+H,-bar

Figure 8.40 Approach profile to avoid plume
impingement on target. When the approaching
interceptor reaches the border of a plume
impingement sphere, it performs a
transition maneuver to a station-keeping

point on the V-bar following the borders

of the plume impingement sphere.

After the station-keeping point is reached,

the interceptor flies a forced translation final

approach.
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FigureS.4I Space Shuttle Low-Z RCS mode. The orbiter's thrusters are flred only in the Shuttle's

longitudinal axis (x-axis). This signiflcantly reduces plume impingement. On the other hand,

owing to the cantingof the thrusters, this provides minimal braking capability in the forward z

direction.

Another countermeasure for plume impingement issues specific to the Space

Shuttle was the development of the Low-Z approach. In this approach, all forward

frring RCS iets are inhibited, with all thrust thus aeling primarily along the space-

craft's longitudinal r-axis (see Figure 8.41). Al1 braking thrust in the z direction

therefore results from the canting of the longitudinal thrusters. This provides

minimal RCS braking capabiliry while minimizing RCS plume impingement. It
is also expensive in terms of propellant use. Notwithstanding its limitations, Low-Z

mode has been employed on satellite servicing missions, including Hubble servic-

ing, and the missions to MIR and ISS.

Problems

Problem 8.1 Adiacent Circular Orbit Approximation

Prove Eq. (8.3.8)

ß4."-r = F:(o.-o.\' @oo--+&.t/G 16\ a. )

Problem 8.2 Transfer between Aligned Ellipses

Consider a Hohmann transfer between two coplanar and coaxial ellipses. Show that

the propulsion demand for the transition between the periapsis of the inner ellipse

and the apoapsis of the outer ellipse is


